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CHERRY UM POP FILTER

Brand : CHERRY Product code: JA-0750

Product name : UM POP FILTER

- Filters out plosive sounds that are noticeable as pops or hisses when pronouncing letters such as P, T,
and K
- Less post-production of recordings required
- Perfect supplement to the USB microphones in the UM MIC SERIES
- Assembly is child’s play: Simply tighten using a small knob
- Protects the microphone capsule from moisture, thereby ensuring a longer service life
Pop filter

CHERRY UM POP FILTER:

A pop filter is essential to reduce plosive sounds when pronouncing words with P, T or K, for example.
The UM POP FILTER helps you to not only spend less time and effort in the post-production of audio
recordings, but also protects the capsule of the microphone from moisture caused by saliva, keeping it
intact for longer.
CHERRY UM POP FILTER. Product type: Pop filter, Brand compatibility: Cherry, Compatibility: UM 9.0 PRO
RGB UM 6.0 ADVANCED UM 3.0

Features

Product type * Pop filter
Brand compatibility * Cherry

Features

Compatibility UM 9.0 PRO RGB UM 6.0 ADVANCED
UM 3.0

Product colour Black
Quantity 1
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